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REGuLATioN PROPOSAL FORM for the
ALASKA BOARD OF FISHERIES 2016-2017 MEETING CYCLE
P.O. BOX 115526, JUNEAU, ALASKA 99811-5526

Proposals for this cycle are due April 11, 2016
*Indicates a required field

RC 067

BOARD OF FISHERIES REGULATIONS
D Subsistence D Personal Use
X Sport
D Commercial
*Which meeting would you like to submit your proposal to?
0 Lower Cook Inlet Area all Finfish
X Upper Cook Inlet Area all Finfish
D Kodiak Area all Finfish
D Statewide (except Southeast/Yakutat) King
and Tanner Crab
Please answer all questions to the best of your ability. All answers will be printed in the
proposal book along with the proposer's name (address and phone numbers will not be
published). Use separate forms for each proposal. Address only one issue per proposal.
State the issue clearly and concisely. The board will reject multiple or confusing items.
1. Alaska Administrative Code Number 5 AAC

- 57.121(1)(A)(B)
- - ~ ~ ~~ - - - - - - - ~

*2. What is the issue you would like the board to address and why?
/~he use of bait should~prohibited in the "Late R:n" K~nai River Chinook fishery u n t ~ \
~ "Department" has determined escapement goals will be met. Historically the run has starte~
'with bait and if restrictions are needed bait is prohibited later in the season (although in recent
years bait has been prohibited at the beginning of the late run season). The last time the season
started with bait on July 1 was in 2011.
By starting the season with bait and restricting later on the harvest is disproportionably directed
toward the early segment of the "Late Run" as they are vulnerable to harvest for a longer period
of time. The most important justification to start the season with "no bait" is to protect "Early
Run" stocks that are still moving through the lower part of the drainage in early July and are
vulnerable to harvest.
Bait is already prohibited at the beginning of the "Early Run" which has been totally closed to
fishing in recent years. Starting the late run with bait places additional impact on these stocks
that are at historical low levels and is not a sound fishery management practice. Even if early
run stocks recover and bait is allowed during the season by Emergency Order, the late run should
begin without the use of bait to reduce harvest at the end of the early run. Additionally, starting
the season without bait and liberalizing if warranted would provide consistency in regulation
along with predictability to local anglers, businesses and the guide industry. It is far less
disruptive when an ongoing fishery is liberalized compared to when it is restricted.
The intent of this proposal is to remove mandatory dates to go to ~t, during the King salmon
season, and allow the department the flexibility to liberalize to bait based on scientific evaluation
of run strength and run timing.

